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Record Quarterly Production and US$10.4m Sales
Key Points
yyLOM has delivered a record Qtly prod. result as it continues to hit key
operational milestones at both of its high-value diamond mines, Lulo and
Mothae;
yyTotal prod. of 14.6kcts for the Q puts LOM on track for its aspirational
60kctpa run-rate, making it a meaningful player on the global stage;
yyAt the Mothae (70% LOM) kimberlite diamond mine in Lesotho:
ooDiamond cts recovered of 7.01kcts vs 5.5kcts Euroz (up 27%);
ooGrades recovered of 2.3cpht vs 2.0cpht Euroz (up 16%);
ooRecord throughput of 299kt vs 270kt Euroz (up 11%);
yyImportantly, Mothae continues to demonstrate the high-value nature of the
orebody, with 39 Specials recovered during the Q and 135 +4.8ct diamonds;
yyMining has transitioned to higher-margin diamond zone in the southern pit
and we expect ongoing recoveries of Specials to demonstrate the high-value
nature of this asset;
yyThe latest diamond sale from Mothae has demonstrated a turnaround in
diamond pricing with 5,307cts sold for US$4.4m at an ave. US$837/ct and
US$1,031/ct from +11 sieve size fraction;
yyThese prices received are impressive vs last Q’s sales which achieved ave of
US$400/ct for total production and US$475/ct for +11 sieve size fractions,
less than half the current sales price;
yyWhile we acknowledge the pricing to be skewed higher with the inclusion of
the 64ct D-colour Type IIa stone, we believe the US$1m+ price received for
this diamond indicates an improved sentiment in the sector, particularly the
high-value diamond segment;
yyAt the Lulo (LOM 40%) alluvial diamond mine in Angola:
ooDiamond cts recovered of 7.6kcts vs 6.6kcts Euroz (up 15%);
ooGrades recovered of 10.5cphm vs 8.0cphm Euroz (up 31%) as more
material was processed from the new higher grade flood plain Mining
Blocks 19 and 31;
oo297 +4.8ct diamonds recovered during Q (up 138% on PCP) including 97
specials (up 111% on PCP);
yyLulo expansion on track to increase production 50% to 450kbcm/year. This
expansion will increase CF to SML and accelerate loan repayments due to LOM;
yyImportantly, the expansion is self-funded by SML with minimal additional
capex required to increase output, favourable vs peers who require high
capex injections to maintain current output;
yyThe latest diamond sale from Lulo saw 5,469cts sold for US$5.9m at
US$1,087/ct vs US$1,234/ct last sale, with this price skewed lower as LOM
continues to withhold high value diamonds for its downstream strategy;
yyThis value-adding strategy of partnering downstream to cut and polish select
high-value diamonds is an excellent strategy to improve margins and increase
CFs as a result;
yyWe expect an announcement highlighting the improved financial benefits of
this strategy once the first diamonds are sold under this arrangement, likely
this H;
yyWith expansion of operations and mining in higher-value zones, together with
increased margins from cutting and polishing strategy, we expect LOM will
deliver an impressive Dec H financial result that demonstrates the CFs that
can be generated from these exceptional assets;
yySpeculative Buy maintained and PT of $0.61/sh;
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Investment Thesis
The transformation of LOM into a multi-asset producer of rare high-value
diamonds is starting to bear fruit, evidenced by a record Q production result and
improved pricing. This marks another important milestone in the well-executed
growth strategy of the Company and sets up a thrilling H2 CY’19 from both
an operational and a financial standpoint. Self-funded expanding production
at Lulo and recently commenced mining of the higher-margin zone at Mothae
are sure to continue record results moving forward, cementing LOM’s position
as a meaningful producer on the global diamond stage. Growing production,
increased margins and the exciting next phase of Lulo exploration all offer
potential catalysts to rerate LOM towards our $0.61/sh Price Target. Speculative
Buy maintained.
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